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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND DEFINED TERMS 

Acronym/Defined Term 
 

Meaning 

Commission 
 
Coupon Rate or Coupon 

New Mexico Public Regulation Commission 
 
The underlying Treasury rate plus a credit spread 
used in pricing bonds 

 
FERC 
 
FMB or FMBs 

 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
 
First Mortgage Bond(s)  
 

Refunding Costs Redemption make whole premiums, unamortized 
underwriting costs and expenses associated with 
any long-term debt that SPS refunds prior to 
maturity 
 

SPS Southwestern Public Service Company, a New 
Mexico corporation 
 

Xcel Energy Xcel Energy Inc. 
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I. WITNESS IDENTIFICATION AND QUALIFICATIONS 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is Kaydra A. Kirtz.  My business address is 414 Nicollet Mall, 401-4, 3 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401. 4 

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding? 5 

A. I am filing testimony on behalf of Southwestern Public Service Company, a New 6 

Mexico corporation (“SPS”) and wholly-owned electric utility subsidiary of Xcel 7 

Energy Inc. (“Xcel Energy”).   8 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 9 

A. I am employed by Xcel Energy Services Inc. (“XES”), the service company 10 

subsidiary of Xcel Energy, as Corporate Finance Manager.   11 

Q. What are your responsibilities as Corporate Finance Manager? 12 

A. As Corporate Finance Mangager, I am responsible for providing leadership, 13 

direction and technical expertise related to Treasury and finance processes and 14 

functions.  I lead a financial team to provide financial analysis and 15 

recommendations on valuations of new investments, financial objectives and 16 

policies.  I also assist in developing and implementing financing plans for 17 

regulated operating companies, executing long-term debt and equity issuances, 18 
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establishing and maintaining banking relationships, and preparing written 1 

testimony regarding capital structure and cost of capital.  2 

Q. Please describe your educational and professional background. 3 

A. I have a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting from University of Minnesota-4 

Duluth.  I have been employed by Xcel Energy since 1999 and have been in my 5 

current role as Corporate Finance Manager since January 2019.  I began working 6 

in the Treasury Department at Xcel Energy in October 2008 as a Financial 7 

Consultant with responsibilities that included rate case schedule, testimony, and 8 

discovery preparation, capital market activities, interest rate forecasting, and 9 

compliance filings.  From June 2005 to October 2008, I worked in the External 10 

Reporting department at Xcel Energy as a Financial Consultant.  From 1999 to 11 

June 2005, I was the Accounting Manager at Seren Innovations, Inc. and Energy 12 

Masters Inc., subsidiaries of Xcel Energy, with responsibilities that included 13 

compiling financial statements, accounts payable and forecasting.  Lastly, I 14 

worked for Regis Corporation as a Senior Staff and Staff Accountant from 1994 15 

to 1999. 16 
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II. ASSIGNMENT AND SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 1 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 2 

A. My testimony supports SPS’s requests for authorization to: 3 

(1) issue and sell First Mortgage Bonds (“FMBs”) in an aggregate principal 4 

amount of up to $250,000,000 during 2021;  5 

(2) recover certain financing costs associated with refunding higher coupon 6 

debt to lower overall cost of SPS debt if applicable; and 7 

(3) enter into interest rate hedging agreements if SPS determines bond 8 

structure and market conditions warrant such action. 9 

Q. Please summarize your testimony. 10 

A. SPS is requesting authority to issue up to $250,000,000 FMBs during 2021.  This 11 

authority would grant SPS flexibility to enter the financial markets when SPS has 12 

capital needs, and would provide adequate size flexibility if the projected capital 13 

expenditure timing changes.  The aggregate net proceeds from the sale of the 14 

FMBs will be used by SPS for utility purposes permitted under Section 62-6-6 15 

NMSA 1978, which in general may include the repayment of short term debt 16 

initially used to fund utility capital expenditures, repayment of maturing long term 17 

debt, and the flexibility to call higher coupon outstanding debt if deemed 18 

economical to SPS and its customers.  Should SPS execute an early redemption 19 
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feature on a higher coupon bond, SPS requests pre-approval of the amortization 1 

and recovery of the costs associated with the early redemption, provided the 2 

redemption maintains or reduces SPS’s overall cost of embedded debt.   3 

SPS could issue the new FMBs either as a stand-alone debt issuance under 4 

its existing FMB indenture or through a re-opener to an existing debt series of 5 

FMBs as it did in 2012, 2013, and 2015.  6 

If SPS decides to issue a stand-alone FMB, then SPS may wish to enter 7 

into interest rate hedging agreements.  Interest rate hedging agreements can help 8 

protect against sudden increases in interest rates and provide certainty in a volatile 9 

financial market.  The Commission has authorized SPS to enter into interest rate 10 

hedging agreements in past financing cases dating back to 2001. 11 

Q. Was Attachment KAK-1 prepared by you or under your supervision? 12 

A. Yes. 13 
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III. PROPOSAL TO ISSUE ADDITIONAL FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS 1 

Q. Does SPS have an existing FMB Indenture? 2 

A. Yes.  The Commission previously authorized SPS to establish a FMB Indenture 3 

and issue FMBs in Case No. 11-00222-UT.1  In August 2011, SPS issued $200 4 

million 4.50% 30-year mortgage bonds, or Series No. 1, under that authority. 5 

Since the initial authorization in 2011, SPS has issued and has outstanding the 6 

following first mortgage bonds. 7 

Date (Mil) Coupon Term Case No. Type 

Aug 2011 $200 4.50% 30 yr 11-00222-UT New series 1 

Jun 2012 $100 4.50% 30 yr 12-00076-UT Re-opener of 2011 

Aug 2013 $100 4.50% 30 yr 12-00342-UT Re-opener of 2011 

Jun 2014 $150 3.30% 10 yr 14-00018-UT New Series 3 

Sep 2015 $200 3.30% 10 yr 15-00150-UT Re-opener of 2014 

Aug 2016 $300 3.40% 30 yr 16-00125-UT New Series 4 

Aug 2017 $450 3.70% 30 yr 17-00100-UT New Series 5 

Nov 2018 $300 4.40% 30 yr 18-00232-UT New Series 6 

Jun 2019 $300 3.75% 30 yr 19-00038-UT New Series 7 

May 2020 $350 3.15% 30 yr 20-00052-UT New Series 8 

 
1 See In the Matter of Southwestern Public Service Company’s Application for: (1) Authority to 

Establish a First Mortgage Bond Indenture and Place Liens on SPS Property; (2) Authority to Amend the 
Authorization Approved in Case No. 10-00317-UT to Include Issuance and Hedging of First Mortgage 
Bonds; and (3) Authority to Issue First Mortgage Bonds to Collateralize $250 Million 8.75% Series G 
Senior Unsecured Notes when Necessary, Case No. 11-000222-UT, Case No. 11-0022-UT, Final Order 
Adopting Recommended Decision dated July 12, 2011. 
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Because first mortgage bonds are secured by physical utility property, they are 1 

viewed as less risky than unsecured debt and generally price with lower coupon 2 

rates than unsecured bonds.  SPS’s debt portfolio also includes $350 million 6% 3 

unsecured debt that was issued prior to 2011. 4 

Q. What are the factors that influence if and when SPS will issue bonds?   5 

A. SPS typically issues bonds in years when it has a scheduled maturity, or is 6 

considering an early redemption of existing long term debt, or during periods of 7 

high capital expenditure levels that lead to sustained high levels of short term 8 

debt.     9 

Q. What is the forecasted level of short term debt prior to the proposed bond 10 

offering? 11 

A. SPS forecasts its short term debt level will reach approximately $250 million prior 12 

to the bond offering.  SPS’s current credit facility amount is $500 million.  SPS 13 

received Commission authorization to increase the short term borrowing authority 14 

and notes issuable under credit agreements to $600 million in Case No. 18-00232-15 

UT.2 16 

 
2 See In the Matter of Southwestern Public Service Company’s Application for Authority to: (1) 

Issue up to $300 Million of First Mortgage Bonds During 2018; (2) Recover Certain Refunding Costs; (3) 
Enter into Agreements in Support of Interest Rate Hedging Including Interest Rate Locks and Swaps; (4) to 
Extend Authorization to Issue Notes under Revolving Credit Agreement for an Additional Three Years; and 
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Q. When will SPS issue the new FMBs? 1 

A. The timing of the bond offering will be a function of the sustained levels of short 2 

term debt, the interest rate environment, and managing to the overall target 3 

capitalization ratios.  SPS currently plans to issue the new FMBs during the first 4 

half of 2021.  SPS will issue the bonds: 5 

 after SPS has received authorization from the Commission; 6 

   when market conditions are favorable; and 7 

 when the timing supports prudent liquidity management. 8 

Q. How will the new FMBs be sold? 9 

A. SPS may sell the FMBs in the following ways: (a) through underwriters or 10 

dealers; or (b) directly to one or more purchasers.  Any sale of the FMBs would 11 

be through underwriting, purchase, placement, or similar agreements that provide 12 

for their sale from time to time.    13 

Q. Has SPS prepared a registration statement for the securities proposed in this 14 

case? 15 

 
(5) Increase the Maximum Amount of Notes Issuable Under its Credit Agreement to $600,000,000, Case 
No. 18-00232-UT, Final Order Adopting Recommended Decision and Approving Application, dated 
September 5, 2018. 
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A. Yes.  SPS has filed a registration statement on Form S-3 effective as of April 18, 1 

2018.  Drafts of a Supplemental Indenture, underwriting agreement, and 2 

preliminary prospectus that describes the proposed transaction and securities are 3 

attached to SPS’s Application as Exhibit 2.  Upon the sale of the FMBs, the final 4 

prospectus will be delivered to the purchasers of the bonds along with a 5 

prospectus supplement stating the specific terms of the securities.  The final 6 

prospectus supplement will also be filed with the Commission.   7 

Q. Briefly describe the terms and conditions that will apply to the FMBs. 8 

A. The maturity, amount, pricing, and any other terms and conditions for the FMBs 9 

will be a function of the market conditions at the time of the debt offering.  The 10 

maximum coupon rate of the FMBs should not exceed the coupon rates that are 11 

generally available at the time of pricing the FMBs for securities having similar 12 

maturity terms, conditions and features issued by utility companies of the same or 13 

reasonably comparable credit quality, as determined by comparable transactions 14 

and the competitive capital market.  The FMBs will mature on a date(s) not to 15 

exceed 40 years and may have other terms and conditions (including sinking fund, 16 

redemption, non-refunding, delayed draw and non-callable provisions) as SPS’s 17 

Board of Directors determines. 18 

Q. What expenses are involved in the issuance of the new FMBs?     19 
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A. There are underwriting/placement fees as well as other issuance related expenses 1 

such as legal fees, auditor fees, rating agency fees, and printing costs.  SPS 2 

expects issuance costs will be less than two percent of the principal amount to be 3 

issued.  As of September 30, 2020, the expenses for the $350 million FMB 4 

issuance in May 2020 totaled approximately $4.2 million, or approximately 1.2% 5 

of the principal amount and consisted of $3,062,500 for underwriting fees and  6 

approximately $1,166,000 in rating agency, registration, legal, audit and other 7 

fees.  There may be additional immaterial expenses that are yet to be invoiced.  8 

Q. Does SPS plan to issue a stand-alone bond or re-open an existing bond?   9 

A. SPS typically issues stand-alone bonds, but SPS might choose to re-open a bond if 10 

market conditions and pricing support this method, and if the resulting bond size 11 

would be beneficial.  The market conditions must be similar to when SPS priced 12 

the original bond.  In addition, a re-opener generally should be a smaller size than 13 

the current outstanding issue.   14 

Q. What is the key difference between issuing a stand-alone bond as compared 15 

to a re-opened bond?   16 

A. In a re-opener, the coupon rate is known, as it is the stated coupon on the bond 17 

that is being re-opened.  Only the price remains uncertain until the actual sale of 18 

the bonds occurs.    19 
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In contrast, under a traditional stand-alone bond, both the interest rate and 1 

the price are uncertain until the actual sale of the bonds occurs.   2 

SPS might choose to re-open a bond if market conditions and pricing 3 

support this method, and if the underlying bond size would be beneficial.   4 

Combining a new FMB with an existing FMB series may result in a combined 5 

size that is larger than the $300 million required to be listed on bond indices or 6 

“index eligible.”  An index eligible bond is viewed as more liquid and attracts 7 

more investors, allowing for more favorable pricing as compared to a small stand-8 

alone bond offering.  In addition, the legal expenses may be lower under a re-9 

opening because many of the closing document forms are in place from the earlier 10 

offering.  On the other hand, if a re-opener would result in the total bond size 11 

representing a large portion of the bond portfolio, SPS would likely choose to 12 

issue a new stand-alone bond to mitigate the liquidity and interest rate rollover 13 

risks associated with future large maturities.   14 

Q. If SPS issued a stand-alone bond, what is the expected coupon rate?  15 

A. In general, the rate on the SPS bonds should not exceed coupon rates that are 16 

obtainable at the time of pricing for securities having the same or reasonably 17 

similar maturity, terms, conditions and features issued by utility companies of the 18 
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same or reasonably comparable credit quality, as determined by the competitive 1 

capital markets.   2 

Bonds are priced based on the underlying treasury rate plus a credit spread 3 

(this is also referred to as the coupon rate) that reflects a company’s perceived risk 4 

level, reflected by its credit rating, and market conditions.  Under current market 5 

conditions (December 2020), SPS could issue a 40-year FMB with a coupon rate 6 

of about 2.85%.  SPS uses Global Insights Inc. and Bloomberg as sources of U.S. 7 

Treasury yields, to which SPS adds a credit spread based on credit quality and 8 

market conditions.  Based on current forecasted rates for the first six months of 9 

2021, SPS projects coupon rates for a 40 year debt offering to range from 2.80% 10 

to 3.30%.  SPS will determine the maturity of the bond prior to the actual 11 

issuance, and will consider the current debt portfolio profile and the market 12 

conditions at the time.     13 

Q. Did SPS report the securities to be issued in 2021, as described in this 14 

Application, in its most recent annual informational financing report filed 15 

with the Commission? 16 

A. Yes.  SPS included FMBs of up to $350 million to be issued during 2021 in the 17 

April 30, 2020 report filed with the Commission.   18 
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IV. PROPOSAL TO RECOVER DEBT REFINANCING COSTS 1 

Q. What topic do you discuss in this section of your testimony? 2 

A. I explain SPS’s proposal to redeem long term bonds prior to maturity if the 3 

redemption would produce cost savings. 4 

Q. Under what circumstances would SPS use the proceeds from the new FMBs 5 

to refund long term bonds prior to maturity? 6 

A. SPS will redeem higher coupon long term debt if calling the bond would allow 7 

SPS to lower its overall embedded cost of debt.  This would require a low interest 8 

rate environment and a minimal make whole premium on the bond that is being 9 

redeemed.   10 

Q. How is the make whole premium calculated?   11 

A. Under a make whole feature, the remaining interest payments and principal payoff 12 

would be discounted.  The discounted calculation would use the yield on a U.S. 13 

Treasury bond having a maturity date comparable to that of the bond to be called, 14 

plus a spread.  The amount of the call penalty will vary based on the change in 15 

interest rates and the remaining time until the scheduled maturity.    16 

Q. How does the make whole premium affect the cost of debt? 17 

A. The make whole premium will be amortized over the life of the new FMBs whose 18 

proceeds would be used to retire the called bonds.  SPS requests pre-approval of 19 
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the recovery of the make whole premiums amortized over the life of the new 1 

bonds, any unamortized underwriting costs, and expenses associated with long-2 

term debt that it refunds prior to maturity (“Refunding Costs”) with the proceeds 3 

from the new FMBs.  Pre-approval of the recovery of SPS’s Refunding Costs  4 

combined with the subsequent new issue fees would apply only if the refunding 5 

action maintains or lowers SPS’s embedded cost of debt. 6 

Q. Has SPS identified bonds in its portfolio that may be good candidates for a 7 

make whole early redemption?   8 

A. No, not at this time.  As shown on page 6 of my testimony, all outstanding first 9 

mortgage bonds have coupon rates that are near where SPS would price a 40-year 10 

bond today or the maturity dates are well into the future; therefore none are 11 

candidates for early redemption.  SPS will monitor the 6% unsecured notes for 12 

potential early redemption, but at this time such action would not result in a lower 13 

embedded cost of debt because of the large make whole on this bond.   14 
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V. INTEREST RATE HEDGING AGREEMENTS 1 

Q. Please describe SPS’s request for authorization to enter into interest rate 2 

hedging agreements. 3 

A. To minimize the risk of movements in interest rates and credit spreads, SPS 4 

requests that the Commission grant SPS the authority to enter into interest rate 5 

hedging agreements.  SPS could potentially enter into interest rate hedging 6 

agreements if SPS issues a stand-alone FMB.  Interest rate hedging agreements 7 

can help protect against sudden increases in interest rates and provide certainty in 8 

a volatile financial market. 9 

Q. Has SPS previously used hedging mechanisms to manage interest rate risk?  10 

A. Yes.  SPS has executed agreements two times out of its fifteen authorizations 11 

approving hedging.  Although SPS seeks authorization to hedge, SPS takes a 12 

conservative approach to implementing a hedge.  SPS will assess market 13 

conditions and trends over a period of time before entering into a hedge.  In 14 

addition, SPS’s current practice is conservative with hedging only a portion of the 15 

planned bond issuance principal amount.   16 

Q. What are the key drivers of the pricing of the new FMBs? 17 

A. Key drivers of the coupon rate for SPS’s issuance of the bonds are the U.S. 18 

Treasury market, the corporate bond market, and specific factors related to SPS’s 19 
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business.  The bonds will be priced based on the underlying U.S. Treasury 1 

benchmark with like maturity, plus a credit spread based on events in the 2 

corporate bond market and also company and industry financial performance. 3 

Q. Can SPS employ any risk management tools to minimize volatility in 4 

pricing? 5 

A. Yes.  SPS can enter into interest rate locks and forward starting swaps to actively 6 

manage interest rate movements.  SPS can use these instruments to set the 7 

underlying interest rate for days, weeks, or months in advance of the planned 8 

security issuance.  Locking in a rate protects SPS from the time the lock rate is 9 

set, until the lock expires, which should be the target day for the security issuance. 10 

Q. Please give a brief overview of interest rate locks and swaps.   11 

A. Attachment KAK-1 illustrates the pricing components of a debt offering and 12 

identifies the components that may be effectively hedged through interest rate 13 

locks or swaps.  The Treasury market is the largest component and usually the 14 

most volatile for determining a bond's coupon.  The Treasury component can be 15 

effectively hedged by a Treasury lock, also referred to as an interest rate lock.  16 

The Corporate Bond market is a significant factor in the determination of the 17 

overall credit spread (risk premium added to the benchmark U.S. Treasury) that 18 

will be applied to the SPS securities.  Forward starting interest rate swaps, herein 19 
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referred to as “interest rate swaps,” benefit SPS and the ratepayer by hedging the 1 

U.S. Treasury yield risk and a portion of the credit spread.   2 

Interest rate locks are more efficient for shorter-term hedges (intra-day, 3 

days) while interest rate swaps are better instruments for longer-term hedges 4 

because interest rate swaps hedge not only the U.S. Treasury rate but also a 5 

portion of the credit quality spread, which tends to change over the longer term 6 

rather than over the shorter term.  As a result of a high correlation between 7 

corporate credit spreads and swap spreads, a portion of the risk associated with 8 

potential credit spread movement is hedged.  In both an interest rate lock and an 9 

interest rate swap, the notional amounts (underlying principal amounts) of the 10 

hedge are the basis for computing the amount of payments in settling the 11 

transactions.    12 

Q. What is the process for executing an interest rate lock or swap?   13 

A. SPS must determine the dollar amount, maturity, and expected issue date of the 14 

securities to be issued.  If the Commission grants appropriate authority, SPS could 15 

execute an interest rate lock or swap with a commercial or investment bank (the 16 

"Counterparty").  This agreement would reflect the notional amount, the effective 17 

date, the termination and settlement dates, and the locked rates.   18 
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Interest Rate Lock agreement.    The interest rate lock yield is based on the 1 

current U.S. Treasury Yield for the stated maturity of the securities plus a forward 2 

premium or a forward discount.  A forward premium is the cost associated with 3 

entering into the lock and is determined by the Counterparty, based upon the 4 

expectation that the U.S. Treasury rates will rise.  Conversely, a forward discount 5 

would be applied if interest rates were expected to decline. 6 

Interest Rate Swap agreement.   The interest rate swap agreement is 7 

similar to the interest rate lock agreement except that instead of specifying the 8 

U.S. Treasury lock rate, the swap agreement specifies that SPS and the 9 

Counterparty exchange payments based on a swap rate.  The swap rate is based 10 

upon an underlying U.S. Treasury, a forward premium, and a swap spread.  The 11 

swap spread reflects the credit quality of the banks who participate in the swap 12 

market.   13 

Q. Please explain what happens when the interest rate lock or swap matures.   14 

A. The interest rate lock or swap should terminate at approximately the same time as 15 

SPS issues its new debt securities.   16 

Interest Rate Lock.     If interest rates have increased since the lock yield was 17 

established, the Counterparty would make a payment to SPS.  SPS issues its 18 

Securities based on the then-prevailing U.S. Treasury of like maturity plus a credit 19 
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spread.  Although the coupon on the bond will be based on a U.S. Treasury yield 1 

higher than the lock yield, SPS will be indifferent to the increase in interest rates 2 

because SPS will have received a payment approximately equal to the present 3 

value of the difference between the lock yield and the new issue U.S. Treasury 4 

yield.  5 

If, on the other hand, rates have decreased when the interest rate lock 6 

matures, SPS would make a payment to the Counterparty.  In this instance, SPS 7 

again will be indifferent, because the new debt will be based on a lower yield than 8 

the lock yield.   9 

Interest Rate Swap.     Similar to an interest rate lock, SPS would settle the 10 

swap and either make a cash payment to, or receive a cash payment from, the 11 

Counterparty based on a mark-to-market calculation.  The payment would be the 12 

present value of the anticipated payments, very similar to the payment made in the 13 

interest rate lock. 14 

At settlement, if the then-current (spot) swap rate is greater than the 15 

locked in swap rate, then the Counterparty is obligated to make a payment to SPS.  16 

Conversely, if the spot swap rate is lower than the locked swap rate, then SPS 17 

would pay the Counterparty.   18 
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Q. Please explain the benefits to SPS of entering into an interest rate lock or 1 

swap.   2 

A. The benefits to SPS of entering into an interest rate lock or swap are most 3 

apparent during volatile market conditions, when a company can actively manage 4 

risk by setting a Treasury rate or swap rate.  The elimination of uncertainty is the 5 

primary consideration, which would enable SPS to set a portion of the cost on the 6 

debt that it ultimately issues, and make the debt cost less subject to market 7 

fluctuations.  8 

Q. Are there risks associated with interest rate locks and swaps?   9 

A. Yes.  The risks of entering into locks or swaps are as follows:   10 

 If rates decline during the period of a lock, then SPS does not capture the 11 

benefit of the lower interest rate on the coupon.   12 

 Interest rate locks provide protection in interest rate movements only, but 13 

SPS would remain exposed to shifts in credit quality spreads.  If credit 14 

spreads increase, then SPS’s coupon rate would increase. 15 

 If the U.S. Treasury Rate instrument used to price the Securities is 16 

different than what the interest rate lock was based on, then SPS may be at 17 

risk that the interest rate it pays on the Securities will be different from the 18 

interest rate used for the interest rate lock.  This differential would arise if 19 
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SPS is not ready to issue when the interest rate lock matures or if SPS 1 

decides on a different maturity period and therefore uses a different 2 

benchmark to determine the interest rate. 3 

 For swaps, if swap spreads and credit spreads move inversely, then SPS 4 

may be at risk when swap spreads decrease and credit spreads increase, 5 

but not the inverse when swap spreads increase and credit spreads 6 

decrease.  If the unlikely scenario of a decrease in swap spreads and an 7 

increase in credit spreads occurred, SPS would pay the Counterparty at the 8 

termination of the swap because the overall swap rate has declined.  In 9 

addition, when SPS prices the bonds, it would pay a higher rate due to 10 

increased credit spreads.  Unfortunately, there is not a way to hedge this 11 

risk within an interest rate swap. 12 

Q. Do the benefits to SPS from an interest rate lock or swap offset the potential 13 

risks you have described? 14 

 A. Yes.  I have described the potential risks to SPS to indicate both the positive and 15 

negative effects associated with interest rate locks and swaps.  Although there are 16 

potential risks associated with using interest rate locks and swaps, failing to use 17 

hedging methods will expose a company to risk as well.  Entering into interest 18 
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rate locks or swaps provides some certainty in very volatile market conditions, 1 

such as those seen in March 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.     2 

Q. How are interest rate locks and swaps accounted for?   3 

A. SPS will enter into only those transactions that qualify for hedge accounting.   4 

The gain or loss at settlement will initially be recorded as a balance sheet item in 5 

the Other Comprehensive Income account (Federal Energy Regulatory 6 

Commission Account 219) and then amortized over the life of the new bonds.     7 

Q. Has the Commission previously authorized SPS to enter into interest rate 8 

hedging agreements in support of interest rate locks and swaps?  9 

A. Yes.  The Commission has issued the following orders authorizing SPS to enter 10 

into interest rate hedging agreements:   11 

 1. Final Order in Case No. 3635, dated  August 7, 2001;   12 

 2. Final Order in Case No. 03-00287-UT, dated August 26, 2003;   13 

 3. Final Order in Case No. 06-00157-UT, dated June 27, 2006;    14 

 4. Final Order in Case No. 08-00299-UT, dated November 6, 2008;  15 

 5. Final Order in Case No. 10-00317-UT, dated December 2, 2010;  16 

 6. Final Order in Case No. 11-00222-UT, dated July 12, 2011; 17 

 7. Final Order in Case No. 12-00076-UT, dated April 17, 2012; 18 

 8. Final Order in Case No. 12-00342-UT, dated November 9, 2012; 19 
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 9. Final Order in Case No. 14-00018-UT, dated February 19, 2014; 1 

 10. Final Order in Case No. 15-00150-UT, dated June 25, 2015;  2 

 11. Final Order in Case No. 16-00125-UT, dated June 15, 2016;  3 

 12. Final Order in Case No. 17-00100-UT, dated June 6, 2017; 4 

 13. Final Order in Case No. 18-00232-UT, dated September 5, 2018; 5 

 14. Final Order in Case No. 19-00038-UT, dated February 1, 2019; and 6 

15. Final Order in Case No. 20-00052-UT, dated April 1, 2020. 7 

Q. If SPS receives Commission approval, will SPS enter into interest rate 8 

hedging agreements in support of interest rate locks and swaps?  9 

A. Possibly.  SPS seeks the authorization for interest rate hedging as a potential tool 10 

if the market conditions warrant as a method to reduce interest rate uncertainty in 11 

volatile market conditions.  SPS takes a conservative approach in making the 12 

decision to implement a hedge.   13 
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VI. INFORMATION AND REPRESENTATIONS 1 

Q. What are SPS’s future financing plans for long term debt? 2 

A. SPS could issue up to $500 million total during the combined 2021-2022 period 3 

to repay commercial paper.  SPS requests authorization of FMB issuance up to 4 

$250 million during 2021 to provide for the financing flexibility to manage 5 

liquidity.        6 

Q. Will the total value of SPS’s securities that are presently outstanding and 7 

that will become outstanding under this application exceed the fair market 8 

value of SPS’s business and properties? 9 

A. No.   10 

Q. Is the proposed issuance and sale of the FMBs consistent with the public 11 

interest? 12 

A. Yes.  The proposed FMBs will fund expenditures necessary to provide electric 13 

service to our customers.   14 

Q. Will the proceeds from the issuance of the FMBs be used for the purposes set 15 

forth in Section 62-6-6 NMSA 1978? 16 

A. Yes. 17 
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Q. Will there be any unusual features of the proposed securities transactions 1 

that may have a significant effect on SPS’s ratepayers or on the 2 

Commission’s ability to regulate SPS? 3 

A. No. 4 
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VII. SPS’S REQUESTS TO THE COMMISSION 1 

Q. What rulings is SPS requesting from the Commission? 2 

A. SPS asks the Commission to authorize SPS to: 3 

(1) issue and sell FMBs in an aggregate principal amount of up to 4 

$250,000,000 during 2021;  5 

(2) recover refunding costs associated with any early redemption of 6 

outstanding  bonds provided such redemption including amortization of 7 

redemption costs results in maintaining or lowering SPS’s overall cost of 8 

debt; and 9 

(3) enter into interest rate hedging agreements associated with the bonds to be 10 

issued during 2021 if SPS determines bond structure and market 11 

conditions warrant such action. 12 

Q. Does this conclude your pre-filed direct testimony? 13 

A. Yes.14 
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BEFORE THE NEW MEXICO PUBLIC REGULATION COMMISSION 
 
IN THE MATTER OF SOUTHWESTERN  
PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY’S  
APPLICATION FOR AUTHORITY TO:  
(1) ISSUE UP TO $250 MILLION OF FIRST 
MORTGAGE BONDS DURING 2021; (2) 
RECOVER CERTAIN REFUNDING COSTS; 
AND (3) ENTER INTO AGREEMENTS IN 
SUPPORT OF INTEREST RATE HEDGING 
INCLUDING INTEREST RATE LOCKS AND 
SWAPS.   
 
SOUTHWESTERN PUBLIC SERVICE 
COMPANY, 
      
              APPLICANT. 
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VERIFICATION 

 
On this day, December 18th, 2020, I, Kaydra A. Kirtz, swear and affirm under 

penalty of perjury under the law of the State of New Mexico, that my testimony 
contained in Direct Testimony of Kaydra A. Kirtz is true and correct. 
 
 
 /s/ Kaydra A. Kirtz    

KAYDRA A. KIRTZ 
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